
Exploring UNIX: Session 1 

Introduction 

What is UNIX? 

UNIX is a collective term for a group of operating systems that look superficially the same. Some 

common UNIX operating systems you may have heard of are Linux, Solaris, FreeBSD, and Mac OS X. 

Strictly speaking, some of these are UNIX-like, such as Linux, because they have not been certified to 

comply to the UNIX standard, but most people still refer to them as UNIX systems; we will do so here 

for the sake of brevity. 

UNIX differs from operating systems such as Microsoft Windows in its fundamental philosophy. In 

the Windows world, applications tend to be monolithic, offering many functions and operations 

within a single application. Often it can be hard to combine operations from one program with 

operations from another, usually requiring hit-and-miss conversion between proprietary file 

formats.  

In UNIX, the philosophy has traditionally been to produce many small programs, each of which 

performs a narrow, but powerful, set of operations. These small programs can then be glued 

together to perform more complex operations. While these days this does not apply to all programs 

on UNIX systems, especially with the rise of UNIX desktop environments which seek to mimic 

operating systems such as Windows, it is nonetheless a common paradigm in the UNIX world.  

Why are we teaching UNIX? 

If you have ever browsed the web (particularly using Google), used a computer running Mac OS X, 

used an iPhone or an Android phone, sent or received email, then you have probably already 

unwittingly used a UNIX system. While exact figures are hard to find, Netcraft estimate around 60% 

of web servers are running on a UNIX system, and many email servers are run on UNIX systems (such 

as at Kent). Even Mac OS X, iOS and Android are UNIX systems underneath all the graphical user 

interface goodies. If you know the UNIX philosophy, and are able to navigate around a UNIX system, 

you have important, useful and marketable skills for a computer scientist.  

Oh, and because students wanted us to. 

Claiming a UNIX login name 

The UNIX machines provided by the School of Computing require a separate password from your 

Kent Windows login name. If you have not already created your UNIX password, you will need to do 

so by following the steps at this URL:  

https://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/systems/cgi-bin/newuser.pl  

Don’t worry about anything apart from setting up the password. Ignore anything about graphical 

user interfaces, because you won’t be using one... 

https://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/systems/cgi-bin/newuser.pl


Once you have set up a password for the UNIX machines, you can proceed to the next step - logging 

in! 

Log in to a UNIX host 

The School of Computing has a number of UNIX servers that are used by different groups of students 

and staff. The one you will use is named raptor. 

For this course, we will use a program called PuTTY to log into raptor. PuTTY emulates a “dumb” 

ASCII terminal, and gives you access to the UNIX command prompt on raptor. 

To start PuTTY, click on the Windows button on the toolbar, and select All Programs and then 

Central Software. You should find PuTTY there – click on it, and you’ll get this: 

 

Make sure that: 

 Host Name is set to raptor.kent.ac.uk (raptor should be enough if you are on campus). 

 Port is set to 22 

 Connection type SSH is selected 

Now click on the Open button. The first time you do this, you’ll get a warning box similar to this: 



 

Click Yes. 

You will then see the login prompt for raptor, login as:.  Type your login name, press the Enter key, 

then type your password and press Enter again. You should get some introductory messages, and 

then the dreaded command prompt! 

When you eventually want to log out, type Control-D (hold down Ctrl and press D). 

Exploring and navigating around the file system 

We will now introduce you to the UNIX command line environment. After logging in, you’ll see the 

command prompt; it will probably look something like this, as it’s been modified to display your 

login details and your current directory (see below): 

xxx@raptor [~]$ 

 

This will change as things progress, so for brevity the prompt will just be shown henceforth as: 

raptor$ 

 

all the time. The raptor$ text is known as the prompt, and tells you that UNIX (actually, its 

command interpreter, known as the shell) is waiting for you to enter a command. For instance, if you 

type the command date (and then press the Enter key afterwards) you should see something like 

this:  

raptor$ date 

Sat Nov  1 10:46:21 GMT 2014 

raptor$  

You will notice that it gives you back another prompt, ready for you to type more commands. 

Stopping stuff 

You might need this later… if you get stuck in the middle of something, or a program is running and 

you can’t stop it, the magic key sequence is Control-C (hold down Ctrl and press C). 



Changing your password 

You may wish to change your password to something more memorable, so let’s do this first. Note 

that the command you use is passwd (it has no “or” in it!) 

raptor$ passwd 

Changing password for user: aa99 

Current password: 

New password: 

New password (again): 

 

Of course, the passwords are not echoed, for security reasons; that’s why you have to type the new 

one twice. 

Background: the UNIX file system 

The UNIX file system is different from most you will have come across (such as that used in 

Windows). Whereas most common operating systems represent each disk, network share, etc. as 

separate file systems (such as the drive letters in Windows), UNIX represents all disks that are 

attached to the machine (including network shares) as part of a single giant file system. The top of 

this giant “tree” is known as “/” (pronounced “slash” or “root”). Disks and shares can be attached 

into this tree at arbitrary locations - this is known as mounting a file system. Typically this requires 

the user named root (the UNIX equivalent of the Windows Administrator user) to do this, for security 

reasons. Here's a simplified example of a typical UNIX file system at Kent:  

 

Files are contained in directories, which are the UNIX equivalent of folders on Windows. In general, 

each user in a UNIX system will have a directory which is theirs to do whatever they want with - this 

is known as your home directory.  

When you log into a UNIX machine you will start off “in” your home directory. You can then move 

around the file system as you wish, using the UNIX commands we will show you in a minute. At all 



times, the directory you are currently in is known as your current working directory, often 

abbreviated to current directory or working directory.  

The location of any file can be described by its path. A path is a list of directories, separated by /, 

followed by its name. There are two types of paths, absolute and relative. Absolute paths start with 

a /, and describe the complete path from the top of the file system to the file. Relative paths do not 

have a / at the beginning, but instead they describe a path to the file from the current directory.  

Here are some example paths for raptor:  

 /home/cur - Where staff home directories are located. This is a network share. 

 /courses/projweek - Where the course files for a project week are stored! 

There are a number of shorthand forms of some common paths that you might use:  

 ~ (pronounced “twiddle”) is the path to your home directory, but can be combined with a 

username to get the location of that user’s home directory, e.g. ~rde might be the location of  

the home directory for a user with initials ‘rde’. 

 . (pronounced “dot”) is the current directory. 

 .. (pronounced “dot dot”) is the directory above the current directory - the parent directory.  

Moving around and manipulating the file system 

To move to a new directory, you type “cd path” (change directory to path), where path is the path 

to the directory to which you want to move. If you forget which directory you are in, you can use the 

command pwd (print working directory) to tell you, and if you get really lost, then typing cd on its 

own (with no path) will return you to your home directory. Try this example on raptor, but note that 

it will show your username rather than the one in the example!  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cst/aa99 

raptor$ cd /courses/projweek/unix/navigation 

raptor$ pwd 

/courses/projweek/unix/navigation 

raptor$ cd .. 

raptor$ pwd 

/courses/projweek/unix 

raptor$ cd navigation 

raptor$ pwd 

/courses/projweek/unix/navigation 

raptor$ cd . 

raptor$ pwd 

/courses/projweek/unix/navigation 

raptor$ cd ~ 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cst/aa99 

raptor$ cd /courses/projweek 

raptor$ pwd 

/courses/projweek 

raptor$ cd 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cst/aa99 

raptor$ 

 



To see the contents of the current directory, use the ls (list) command. Note that UNIX is case 

sensitive, and it sorts its file listings by ASCII character value, so names with uppercase characters 

will appear first. For example, on raptor:  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cst/aa99 

raptor$ ls 

Desktop  gonzo    local    tmp 

raptor$ cd /courses/projweek/unix/navigation/ 

raptor$ ls 

01-data.csv     22-data.csv     old-data.csv    run-46.data     run-53.log 

02-data.csv     31-data.csv     run-44.data     run-46.log      run-53.results 

03-data.csv     32-data.csv     run-44.log      run-46.results  testing.log 

041-data.csv    33-data.csv     run-44.results  run-52.data 

11-data.csv     android.data    run-45.data     run-52.log 

12-data.csv     backup.system   run-45.log      run-52.results 

21-data.csv     data.csv        run-45.results  run-53.data 

raptor$ cd .. 

raptor$ ls 

navigation 

raptor$ 

 

Some commands take arguments to tell them what to do. For instance, to create your own 

directories you use the command mkdir (make directory). mkdir takes one argument  - the name 

you want for the directory. Try to cd back to your home directory and create a new directory for 

Project Week:  

raptor$ cd 

raptor$ mkdir projweek 

raptor$ 

 

Check the directory has been created by using ls:  

raptor$ ls 

Desktop  gonzo    local    projweek    tmp 

raptor$ 

 

You might see slightly different items to those listed above, but you should see a projweek entry in 

the list somewhere.  

If you want to remove an empty directory, use the rmdir (remove directory) command. Be careful 

though! Unlike Windows, there is no “Recycle bin” from which you can reclaim an accidentally 

removed file or directory. In UNIX, if you remove something, it's gone. Most UNIX users have been 

bitten by this at some point!  

Try this on raptor: 

raptor$ mkdir dummy 

raptor$ ls 

Desktop  dummy    gonzo    local    projweek    tmp 

raptor$ rmdir dummy 

raptor$ ls 

Desktop  gonzo    local    projweek    tmp 

raptor$ 

 

To copy a file from one location to another, use the cp (copy) command. cp takes two arguments, 

the path of the source file (the file about to be copied) and the path to where you want it copied. Try 



this: cd into the projweek directory you created earlier and copy a file out of the navigation exercise 

directory into it: 

raptor$ cd projweek 

raptor$ ls 

raptor$ cp /courses/projweek/unix/navigation/android.data . 

raptor$ ls 

android.data 

raptor$ 

 

Notice the use of . to indicate the destination is the current directory. Notice also that cp leaves a 

copy of the source file behind:  

raptor$ ls /courses/projweek/unix/navigation                

01-data.csv     22-data.csv     old-data.csv    run-46.data     run-53.log 

02-data.csv     31-data.csv     run-44.data     run-46.log      run-53.results 

03-data.csv     32-data.csv     run-44.log      run-46.results  testing.log 

041-data.csv    33-data.csv     run-44.results  run-52.data 

11-data.csv     android.data    run-45.data     run-52.log 

12-data.csv     backup.system   run-45.log      run-52.results 

21-data.csv     data.csv        run-45.results  run-53.data 

raptor$ 

 

You can also move a file from location to location. Moving is different to copying in that it does not 

leave behind the original – it’s analogous to performing a copy, and then removing the original. The 

UNIX command for moving a file is mv (move) and is used much like the cp command. For instance, 

try this:  

raptor$ cd 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cst/aa99 

raptor$ ls 

projweek    Desktop  gonzo    local    tmp 

raptor$ mkdir dummy 

raptor$ ls projweek 

android.data 

raptor$ ls dummy 

raptor$ mv projweek/android.data dummy 

raptor$ ls dummy 

android.data 

raptor$ ls projweek  

raptor$ 

 

As you can see, the file has been moved from your projweek directory to the dummy directory.  

You also use the mv command to rename files, simply by doing a mv from their current name to their 

new name: 

raptor$ cd dummy 

raptor$ ls 

android.data 

raptor$ mv android.data marvin.data 

raptor$ ls 

marvin.data 

raptor$ 

 

Let’s now clean things up by removing that dummy directory:  

raptor$ cd 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cst/aa99 

raptor$ ls 



projweek    Desktop  dummy    gonzo    local    tmp 

raptor$ rmdir dummy 

rmdir: failed to remove ‘dummy’: Directory not empty 

raptor$ ls 

projweek    Desktop  dummy    gonzo    local    tmp 

raptor$ ls dummy 

marvin.data 

raptor$ 

 

You will see that that the rmdir command failed, because the dummy directory is not empty, so we 

need to remove the file from inside it. To remove a file we use the rm command (remove), like this:  

raptor$ ls dummy  

marvin.data 

raptor$ rm dummy/marvin.data  

raptor$ ls dummy 

raptor$ ls 

projweek    Desktop  dummy    gonzo    local    tmp 

raptor$ rmdir dummy  

raptor$ ls 

projweek    Desktop  gonzo    local    tmp 

raptor$ 

You will see we have removed the dummy directory! 

Practice 

Spend some time practising moving around the file system (for instance, practise copying files out of 

the /courses/projweek/unix/navigation directory. Also practise creating and removing 

directories and moving files between them.  

Wildcards 

Obviously it would be tedious to have to copy files one at a time, so UNIX provides a powerful 

mechanism for specifying groups of files, known as wildcards. Wildcards are characters that have 

special meanings, and we’ll show you the most common ones.  

First, let’s copy all the files out of the central projweek/unix/navigation directory into your own 

projweek directory. Now, we could do this with lots of individual cp commands, but that would be a 

pain; instead, we’ll use the first wildcard - * (pronounced “star”):  

raptor$ cp /courses/projweek/unix/navigation/* ~/projweek  

raptor$ cd ~/projweek  

raptor$ ls 

01-data.csv     22-data.csv     old-data.csv    run-46.data     run-53.log 

02-data.csv     31-data.csv     run-44.data     run-46.log      run-53.results 

03-data.csv     32-data.csv     run-44.log      run-46.results  testing.log 

041-data.csv    33-data.csv     run-44.results  run-52.data 

11-data.csv     android.data    run-45.data     run-52.log 

12-data.csv     backup.system   run-45.log      run-52.results 

21-data.csv     data.csv        run-45.results  run-53.data 

raptor$ 

 

That will copy all files in that directory. Now, cd into your projweek directory and we'll experiment 

with some more wildcards. 

First, let’s say you want to see all files which have a “.log” extension. Again, we use the * wildcard:  

raptor$ ls *.log 

run-44.log   run-45.log   run-46.log   run-52.log   run-53.log   testing.log 

raptor$ 



 

* matches anything, so that command lists “anything followed by .log”. How would you list all files 

beginning with test ?  

You can also use the * multiple times; for instance, try this and note the difference between using * 

once and multiple times:  

raptor$ ls *data 

android.data  run-45.data   run-52.data 

run-44.data   run-46.data   run-53.data 

raptor$ ls data* 

data.csv 

raptor$ ls *data* 

01-data.csv   11-data.csv   31-data.csv   data.csv      run-46.data 

02-data.csv   12-data.csv   32-data.csv   old-data.csv  run-52.data 

03-data.csv   21-data.csv   33-data.csv   run-44.data   run-53.data 

041-data.csv  22-data.csv   android.data  run-45.data 

raptor$ 

 

Sometimes the * wildcard can be too coarse, and instead you only want to match a smaller part of a 

file name, such as a single character. In this situation, the ? wildcard is useful. 

raptor$ ls 0*-data.csv 

01-data.csv   02-data.csv   03-data.csv   041-data.csv 

raptor$ ls 0?-data.csv 

01-data.csv  02-data.csv  03-data.csv 

raptor$ 

 

Sometimes though, even? matches too much. For instance, you may want to match only those files 

whose names begin with a number. You would not be able to use ?, because that matches any 

character. Instead, you use square brackets - []. Inside the square brackets, you list the characters 

you want to match, or use - to specify a range of characters. For instance: 

raptor$ ls [ad]* 

android.data  data.csv 

raptor$ ls [a-d]* 

android.data   backup.system  data.csv 

raptor$ ls *[02]*         

01-data.csv     04-data.csv     22-data.csv     run-52.log 

02-data.csv     12-data.csv     32-data.csv     run-52.results 

03-data.csv     21-data.csv     run-52.data 

raptor$ ls 0[0-3]-data.csv 

01-data.csv  02-data.csv  03-data.csv 

raptor$ 

 

A limitation of [] is that it only allows a selection of single characters to be matched. Sometimes you 

want to match a selection of groups of characters, such as all .txt and all .rtf files. You could use 

multiple * wildcards, but that can lead to extra typing. Instead we can use the {}notation. {} 

operates much like [], except that the curly brackets contain a list of comma-separated words, 

rather than single characters. For instance: 

raptor$ ls run-46.{data,log} 

run-46.data  run-46.log 

raptor$ ls run-4?.{results,log}   

run-44.log      run-45.log      run-46.log 

run-44.results  run-45.results  run-46.results 

raptor$ 



Practice 

Experiment with the wildcards to see what effect they have on the output of the ls command in 

your projweek directory. Try to do things such as: 

 List only the log files for run-52 

 List all the data.csv files, except for the old-data.csv file 

 List all the .log and .data files 

 List only files containing the digit 4 in their name 

 List only files containing the digit 4 or 5 in their name 

 List only files containing the digit 3, 4 or 5 in their name 

 List only files that start with three digits followed by a hyphen 

 List only files that start with three letters followed by a hyphen 

 Etc. etc... Just experiment! 

Finding help with using commands 

In general, most UNIX commands have a lot of extra options. To find out about these options, you 

can use the built-in documentation system known as manual pages (generally abbreviated to man 

pages). To read the “man page” on any command, you use the man (manual) command.  

For instance, the command man ls will show you the man page for the ls command. You can scroll 

up and down the documentation using the arrow keys or space bar, and exit it by pressing the q key 

(for quit). It will look something like this:  

raptor$ man ls 

User Commands                                               ls(1) 

 

NAME 

     ls - list contents of directory 

 

SYNOPSIS 

     /usr/bin/ls [-aAbcCdfFghilLmnopqrRstux1@] [file...] 

 

     /usr/xpg4/bin/ls [-aAbcCdfFghilLmnopqrRstux1@] [file...] 

 

DESCRIPTION 

     For each file that is a directory, ls lists the contents  of 

     the  directory.  For  each file that is an ordinary file, ls 

     repeats its name and any other  information  requested.  The 

     output is sorted alphabetically by default. When no argument 

     is given, the current  directory  is  listed.  When  several 

     arguments   are   given,  the  arguments  are  first  sorted 

     appropriately, but file arguments appear before  directories 

     and their contents. 

 

     There are three major listing formats.  The  default  format 

--More--(4%) 

 

(you can type q to avoid reading all of it) 

We will explain, in the next session, how to interpret the man pages and how to control the 

behaviour of various UNIX commands such as ls. However, try reading the man page for ls and see 

if you can understand any of it. If you feel adventurous, try out some of the options it gives.  



Further work 

If still have time in the class, use the man command to find out about some other commands. For 

example, look at the manual pages for cat, dc, date, echo, file, mesg, od, tr, w, who … 

If you have more time, try to build a ROT13 system. ROT13 ("rotate by 13 places", sometimes 

hyphenated ROT-13) is a simple letter substitution cipher that replaces a letter with the letter 13 

letters after it in the alphabet. ROT13 is an example of the Caesar cipher, developed in ancient 

Rome. In the basic Latin alphabet, ROT13 is its own inverse; that is, to undo ROT13, the same 

algorithm is applied, so the same action can be used for encoding and decoding. The algorithm 

provides no cryptographic security, and is often cited as a canonical example of weak encryption. It 

is also often joked that you can make it twice as secure by using ROT13 twice… 

Many UNIX systems have a rot13 command. Raptor doesn’t seem to. What other command could 

you use instead? Try it out by feeding it some text. 

Help others 

Ask your supervisor if there is anyone in the class who isn’t as experienced as you. See if they would 

welcome some help. 
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